
Church Inn Reopening 4th July.

In response to the latest government guidelines for the reopening of pubs we would like to share 
with you our intension to re open on the 4th July @ 12 noon.

All the staff here at the Church Inn are ready for the reopening and we have all studied the new 
guidelines and feel confident that we can provide an enjoyable experience for our customers.  We 

are however strongly reliant on our customers also adhering to the rules. 
Please be patient and understanding towards all members of staff. These rules are new to 

everyone and now form part of the conditions for reopening.

We have repositioned our tables and placed screens where we feel our distancing may be 
compromised. If it is deemed necessary we will make some tables unavailable depending on the 
circumstances at that time. We are providing sanitising stations at various points throughout the 

pub, and displaying instructions for people to follow where necessary. Table service will be offered 
to diners seated inside, however people sitting outside will need to find a table. Once seated we 

will allow 1 person to come to the bar to place their order for any food and drink. Bills will be settled 
at the same time. 

Diners are encouraged to book tables in advance however tables will not be available to book 
outside.

We will be offering a slightly smaller menu with daily specials as usual and at present our food 
service times will remain the same.

Contact information is required to fulfil the new government guidance. This information will have 
been provided if bookings are made in advance however you will be asked to supply this 

information upon arrival if we do not already have it.

The guidance also allows for 2 families or support bubbles to dine together inside and up to 6 
people from various addresses to be together in an outside environment. We are trusting our 

customers to be responsible in this matter.

Customers will not be allowed to stand at the bar other than for ordering drinks and food.

If you are feeling unwell or show any symptoms of Covid -19 please stay away. We can only 
manage this reopening if we all play our part and look out for each other. 

Children should be accompanied at all times and must follow the same rules. If we feel the safety 
of others could be compromised you may be asked to leave. 

Dogs will be allowed in the bar area inside and outside on the patio area. They must be on a lead 
and must not be allowed to sit on any of the furniture.

Thank you for taking the time to read this information and we look forward to welcoming you back.


